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INTRODUCTION

This story involved a tuckerization, although I didn’t tell the
people who were tuckerized, thinking that at least one of
them would notice when the anthology—Return of the
Dinosaurs, edited by Martin H. Greenberg and Mike Resnick
(we both wrote stories for it).
She did. We knew each other entirely through GEnie at
that point, although we made a point of actually meeting in
person at a Worldcon many years ago.

FLIGHT

T

he first of the bones arrived in the mail — not an
auspicious beginning. Not an expected one. Later,
when he knew what they were, Peter Johnson
would arrange for a safer method of delivery: He would rent
a cube van from Hertz rentals and two young archaeology
graduate students from the local University — who, he
reasoned, knew how to pack fragile things with care — and
he would drive all the way from Toronto to the house he had
once shared with his mother and father, leaving his own
wife and child in the safety of the house he had built for
them.
But later came after the arrival of the first bone.

H IS WIFE BROUGHT it to him when he returned from his long
day’s work, her dark eyes glistening with unsatisfied curiosity. “The mail man brought you something,” she said, and
then smiled. “I called you to see if I could open it, but you
were in a meeting. Not returning calls anymore?”
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Nora always opened his mail, but she always phoned
before she did it. After all, without permission it was an
invasion of privacy, and if the permission was always
perfunctory — what, in his life, did they not share? — it was
also necessary.
Pert and pretty, she was a mail magpie, a gatherer of
sealed and enclosed information. If he’d once thought it
odd or strange, it was at the dawn of time, when the
romantic impulse was stronger than any other impulse in
the world.
“Sandra didn’t give me the message. You should’ve called
back.”
“She sounded harried.”
He smiled. “She was.” Reaching up, he massaged the
muscles in his neck that had knotted and twisted into something tense enough it felt like bone. “We all are.”
“Well, open the package. Maybe it’ll be a pleasant
surprise.”
A crash came hallward from the kitchen, and they both
started guiltily at the sound of their son, eighteen months
old, doing performance art with cutlery and aluminum pots
and pans.
She rescued the kitchen. He retrieved the package from
the dining room table.
It was wrapped in brown paper, across which his address
was written in evenly made, impersonal letters, each the
width of a black permanent marker. There was no return
address, no indication that it had required a signature. As he
often did in a case like this, he wondered, sliding a penknife through strands of thin rope that quartered the box,
where it would have gone if the post oﬃce made a mistake.
And then he stopped wondering.
Wrapped in badly frayed cheese cloth and nestled in
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styrofoam peanuts was a slender bone the length of his arm
from elbow to fingertip.
“Nora,” he said, his voice quiet even to his ears. Then,
when there was no answer, louder. “Nora.”
She came through the swinging door, child attached to
her hip like a natural growth. “What is it?” Curiosity.
He lifted the bone; they’d been together so long he’d
almost forgotten that there was anything he knew that she
didn’t. The bone, suspended in mid-air by nothing more
than a suddenly trembling hand, glanced oﬀ her attention.
“Peter?”
No. He drew a breath that filled his lungs like the first
truly cold day of winter. There were some things, he
thought, that she didn’t know. That he had never told
anyone except his mother. “My father,” he said, his voice
strangely rough in his own ears. “My father’s dead.”
“Uh — I may not have majored in human biology, but
I’d say at a guess that there’s no way that bone is human.”
“Human? Of course not.”
“Peter, are you all right?”
He started to answer as she drew close, but his son
reached out for the bone — the ancient, fragile bone, a
thing heavy with history and earth’s secret. “Don’t touch it!”
He said, more harshly than he’d intended.
His son, no surprise, began to wail.
As he once had.

M UCH LATER , their child finally exhausted by the eﬀort of
keeping his parents awake, they lay in bed together, side by
side, but without touching. The day’s labour always weighed
more heavily by day’s end than at its beginning, and they
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often took moments, heavy with silence, in which to recover
a sense of precarious balance.
It hadn’t always been like this. Peter remembered,
briefly, an earlier life, when they’d steal every minute they
had between classes to be together. When touch was electricity and promise and fire that burned away the stain of
the day. When had it changed?
As if she could hear his thoughts — and who knows, she
might have been thinking them herself — Nora reached out
and laid her palm against the flat of his chest.
“Do you want to talk about it?”
Did he?
“Peter?”
“I haven’t seen my father in over thirty years,” he told
her, although this fact he was certain she remembered. “I’m
not upset about his death.”
“You don’t even know for certain that he is dead.”
“He is.” The words were flat. The bone proved that. He
started to tell her about it and stopped, because to his thirtyfive year old ears it sounded ridiculous. “The letter will
come. Tomorrow, or the day after.”
“Are you going to tell your mother about it?”
He nodded. But he knew, guiltily, that he wouldn’t tell
her until he got the solicitor’s letter. He couldn’t tell her
about the bone itself.
She’d worry. Or she’d rail. Or she’d insist that it be sold
or destroyed. And he wasn’t — quite — ready to do that yet.

M IDNIGHT . Moon at nadir.
Good thing for electricity and lights. But his hand
stopped on the switch and he stumbled over a small, four-
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wheeled metallic foot-trap as his hand found the dining
room table in darkness. He thought he could see the bone
glowing faintly where he had left it, some ancient repository
of light. He touched its rough, pocked surface.
It’s yours now. He could almost hear his father’s distant
voice. It oﬀered him cold comfort, but memories frozen in
time so long often did.
When I was four years old, he thought, as he lifted his
hand from the bone’s straight line to touch its rounded end,
your father died. And someone came with a leather briefcase, like a doctor’s case, and summoned you oﬀ to the
midwest. You promised you would send for us once you’d
settled his aﬀairs. Do you remember?
As if a dead man could.
Death angered him because of its silence, but it was an
old anger. It wasn’t as if, live, his father had been more
accessible.
And yet.

T HE LETTER TOOK two days to come, but when it came it was
thick and heavy. It jingled, but he expected that; he rounded
the open envelope slightly at the mouth, turned it upside
down, and shook. A small key-ring with three keys fell onto
the table.
He read the covering letter carefully; it was written in
syllable heavy legalese, but it eventually made its point: His
father, Peter Abrahms the second, had died, and the provisions in his will were simple enough: that all things were to
be left to his son.
Finding his son proved more diﬃcult for the attorneys in
question; it had taken two months to track him down
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through a web of relatives and old addresses. But persistence paid oﬀ — and, he thought ruefully, would probably
continue to pay oﬀ as far as the lawyers were concerned, as
he didn’t imagine they were doing it for free.
He phoned his mother that evening, while Nora was
chasing Gavin around his bedroom, trying to catch him for
long enough to dump his sand-covered little body into the
bath.
“Peter?”
“Mom.” He paused. “I’ve just — I’ve just received word
that dad died. Two months ago,” he added, as if it were
relevant.
Her silence was long and heavy; although she’d made
another life for herself, eventually, she bore the same scars
that he did, a fact of life. “Did he — how do you know this?”
“I just received a letter from his solicitors.”
Silence again.
He thought: I should hang up now. Because he knew
what she would ask next. “Did he leave you anything?”
He didn’t know how to answer her, and because he
almost always answered her questions, she took his silence
to mean what it did.
“Peter. Did he leave you anything?”
“Yes. The — the bird.”
Her turn to oﬀer silence; things unsaid. Memories, he
was certain, of herself as a young woman with a son in a
small house in Toronto, waiting for her husband to come
back. And waiting. And waiting. “What are you going to
do?” The question was curiously flat.
“I don’t know.”
“Don’t go.”
“Mother — I know what he did to us. Do you think I
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could do that to Nora and Gavin?” He felt a very real, if
momentary anger.
She fanned it by laughing, and the laughter was dry and
brittle as old bone. “Prove it, then. Don’t go.”
“I never said I was going anywhere,” he replied, coldly.
Because ice was a defense of sorts, and because he spoke the
truth. But even if he hadn’t said it, he knew it for truth.
So did she. “Peter. You can have his solicitors clear up his
things.”
“I can’t. It’s stipulated in the will. I go.”
“Then walk away from it.”
“Why?”
“Because you won’t walk back.”
“Mom — I have to get oﬀ the phone. Nora needs help
with Gavin.” He slid the receiver into its cradle and stood in
the ringing silence.

A S A CHILD , he had had the usual fascinations with
dinosaurs. Picture books and small posters and plastic Royal
Ontario Museum dinosaurs had been scattered across any
free surface of his room; he knew their names, their geologic
eras, and their sizes.
“What is it,” his mother would say fondly, ruﬄing his
hair, “about Dinosaurs?”
It was such a stupid question, he couldn’t even come up
with an answer for it; how could she not see it herself? His
friends did, when he had them, but they liked the Tyrannosaurus Rex. He liked the Pteranodon. They argued about
it all the time, even though, as he grew older, he realized
that it was pointless. They liked the power of the killer, and
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he liked the power of flight over a barren, monster-rich
land.

H E REMEMBERED this as he finished his informal interviews.
Two graduate students, a young man named Larry and a
young woman named Janni, but they were both children of
colleagues. They were curious and excited when he told
them that they would be packing bones. Much like the bone
on the dining room table.
“How many?”
“A whole skeleton’s worth.”
They’d exchanged a glance, although they weren’t, at
that time, more than acquaintances. “We’ll need to buy a
bunch of stuﬀ.”
“Buy it then, and be ready; we leave in four days.”

“Y OUR MOTHER CALLED ,” Nora said, as he walked through
the door. She was, he thought, concerned — but not for
herself. “She’s — I guess old relationships never quite die. I
don’t think I’ve ever heard her this upset.”
“What did she say?” As if he couldn’t guess.
Nora’s lips turned down in a frown as she absently
covered Gavin’s head with her hand so that the corner of the
table — the corner that was, unfortunately, at skull height
— was no longer a danger. “She doesn’t want you to deal
with your father’s ... estate.”
“And?”
“She’s worried about us.”
“Are you?”
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“Should I be?”
He walked past her, into the kitchen. But he didn’t
answer the question.
“Look, Peter — don’t be so angry at your mother. I’d
probably feel the same way if you just walked out of my life
one day for no reason, and settled down in the middle of
nowhere.”
“Same way?”
“I wouldn’t want Gavin to have anything to do with
anyone who hurt him — and me — that badly.”
“Well I’m not my father. I’ll be home.”
“Promise?”

T HE DRIVE OUT WAS LONG . He gave control of the wheel to
Larry and Janni; they drove in shifts, finding uncomfortable
sleep on the truck’s single long bench when they weren’t at
the wheel. Larry and Janni seemed to recover well from
their turns at the wheel, and they seemed to sleep only
when he wasn’t driving. Their pleasant, awkward and
earnest chatter, scattered with a little unacknowledged
tension and an eagerness that age would certainly dull, was
a quiet, even lovely, sound.
His first trip out had had no such pleasantries.
His mother drove, grim except when she forced herself
to speak to her young son. Her face acquired lines, that
never really left it, a hardness that had nothing to do with
youth, although at that time she was twenty-seven years old.
He’d thought her beautiful then, but he, too, was preoccupied: He could not imagine why his father had left them.
Everything had been so normal. There hadn’t been that
many fights, and his parents had seemed — to his admit-
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tedly naive eye — happier than the parents of many of his
young friends.
But his parents marriage had been the first one to crumble. And it had started, in many ways ended, on this road.
Although the roads had been made new, although they
wound their way west in slightly diﬀerent turns, he knew
that he was making a pilgrimage.
What he did not know was whether that pilgrimage was
his father’s, his mother’s, or some strange combination of
both — as he, born of both, was.

T HEY STOPPED TWICE on their trip, and he thoughtfully
arranged to have a separate bedroom for Janni, not so much
from any old-fashioned impulse as from some desire to have
friends who still spoke to him upon his return. But he
noticed, with a certain wry smile, that after he’d closed his
eyes and let his breathing fall into the regular intervals that
were always a prelude to sleep, Larry carefully pushed his
blankets aside and made the long, slow steps from bed to
door.
He didn’t actually think they would do anything foolish.
But he knew they’d be up all night, talking about their
specialties, their hopes for the future, theories that were
bright and shiny and favoured, music — things that had
everything to do with a life, and were not a life in and of
themselves.
And what, he thought wistfully, was a life? He rose as
soon as he heard the door click shut. Thinking, as he
planted his feet against the cool motel floor, that he’d been
much like them, that he’d rushed into independence, that
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he’d been proud of his job, and his ability to work, and the
house that he and Nora had bought.
Things changed, with Gavin.
He hated the thought, although it was true, because he
knew where it was taking him. There were other things to
think of. He turned to look at the box that held fate in the
embrace of styrofoam and cotton, and he carefully lifted
its lid.
That night, he dreamed of flying.

T HEY CAME to the old homestead at dusk.
Dusk meant many things to Peter Johnson, but not here:
here, dusk was inextricably linked with a memory that rose
as the sun set. He stepped out of the cab of the truck,
stretching his legs and his arms, twisting his back to make
sure that he still could. Then he reached into his pockets
and pulled out the keys.
Larry and Janni jumped out of the opposite door, and
Peter noticed, dimly, that Larry oﬀered Janni a hand down. It
was charming, but distant, as if he were watching television,
not real people. The old barn was waiting for them. Or
perhaps the new barn; it looked weatherproof, solid, more like
a miniature hangar than anything that housed living animals.
“Shouldn’t we check out the house first?” Larry asked
almost plaintively.
In reply, he handed Larry the key he thought should
open the front door. He thought the younger man might
take it, but Janni was determined to follow Peter; her eyes
were alight with the sun’s fallen glow when he turned back
to look at her face.
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He led through grass that had been allowed to harden
and grow to seed, knocking down weeds and stepping on
thistles in the process.
“I think,” he said, his voice rusty as if with disuse,
“they’re in here.” And he lifted his key, found a lock for it,
looked back to ask Larry, wordlessly, for help. Together they
rolled the doors to the side and then looked into the
darkness.
Larry muttered a soft curse. “Flashlights,” he said, and
turned back.
But Peter required no light, not here, not in this building. The bones provided all the light that his eyes needed;
they were glowing, faintly luminescent, as if beneath a thin,
porous surface, the moon was held captive.
“Mr. Johnson?”
He said nothing at all, although he heard her voice. It
wasn’t until the boy arrived, with his battery powered light,
that the glow was lost.
Then, Janni and Larry understood his silent wonder,
and he, watching them, felt a hint of jealousy, of possessiveness.

H E PHONED Nora when he got in, or he tried. The phone
was disconnected, of course. But it was the same phone that
his father had had when he and his mother had first
arrived in their small car. The kitchen, dilapidated but
clean in a way that suggested it had hardly been used these
past thirty years, was the same; the small living room.
There were two bedrooms in the square house, and a bathroom of sorts; the one bedroom had a bed, the other a desk
and bookshelves. If the house had been at all attractive, it
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might have looked like a model house; as it was, it looked
like a ghost house.
For Peter, it was.
It had not occurred to him — and it should have — that
his father would have gotten rid of his bedroom. It stung, to
see it gone, to see no small bed, no books, no plastic
dinosaurs, although he’d left his father two when he and his
mother had returned to Toronto almost empty-handed.
Larry and Janni would have to sleep in the living room,
somewhere. Or perhaps he and Larry would, and Janni
could have the room. The room.
It smelled of something faintly familiar, musty, halfremembered and yet unknown. He crossed the room and
lay down on the bed, thinking that he should get up, drive
out, and find a phone. That he should call Nora, or at least
call the telephone company to have them reconnect.
But he told himself, firmly, that he would not be staying
for all that long, and that he’d have to go through all the
trouble of disconnecting it when he left; at the rate the
phone company charged for those services in these times,
he’d have paid three months worth of bills, or more, for a
handful of days.
And Nora would understand.

S UBDUED and tired from their road trip, Janni and Larry
separated in preparation for the morning. Peter waited them
out; waited until he was convinced that the gentle snoring
was genuine. Then he rose, like a child might.
Stopped at the threshold of his father’s room, remembering his mother’s face, the sight of it half-hidden by his
father’s back until she started to move. Until she started to
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pace. Until she balled her hands up in fists and struck him
rapidly in the chest.
His father might have been made of stone, or something
less. He said, “I’m sorry, Stephie, but you can’t and won’t
understand. I told you you shouldn’t have come.”
He walked through their ghosts, scattering them boldly.
But as he walked away, he remembered that his father had
left them, and he had watched, wondering what it was they
had done wrong. That he himself had, if he were honest.
Still, Nora wasn’t his mother, and she wasn’t here. He
quelled his unease, in this place that had grown four rooms
too small and many acres too isolated. The door opened
noiselessly and he stepped into a landscape cracked and
blistered by the light of harsh and perfect stars, by the face
of the watching moon. He thought that he had never seen
moonlight so bright it cast shadows, but this moon was, and
his shadow was long and slender as he approached the
barn.
Hadn’t he grown up asking, over and over again, why did
you leave us? The night was pregnant with answers he meant
to be mid-wife to.
No cars passed him by; no traﬃc. There was no city’s
light haze to mar the night. Instead he heard the patient
chirp of crickets, loud as oceans breaking against the rock;
he heard the muted sound of a bird, an owl he thought,
although he didn’t have to embarrass himself by actually
catching a glimpse of whatever it was that made the noise. It
took wing; he heard it, and the rush of air was so close, so
strong, it took his breath away.
Silence and crickets remained in its wake.
A night like this had existed since the dawn of time, cold
and clear and so crisp you cut yourself on a glimpse of it.
Peter Johnson brushed the hair out of his eyes and slid
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the barn doors open. Waiting inside were the fossilized
bones. But they were no pile, no gathered mound of treasure
upon which a diﬀerent — a mythical — creature might sit;
they had been gathered and bunched together in a shape, a
whole shape, a thing of size and beauty that could not flex
or extend itself in its cramped quarters.
And, as sightless eye sockets turned toward him, as a
jawbone devoid of tongue, a neck without benefit of throat,
moved, he noticed that one of the bones itself was missing.
There, along the ridge of its wide, wide wingspan, a gap as
long as the length of his forearm.
It seemed to be waiting for him; he felt no danger at all
as he approached it. Not even when it opened wide and
engulfed him, swallowing him whole.

M Y GOD .

H E DREAMED OF FLIGHT .
But this dream was, to all his other dreams, the sound to
the echo it leaves behind. He could feel his wings, wide and
strong, the rush of wind a strength, and the height of the fall
a joy. Snap his jaws, and he could feel the unexpected
crunch of this morning’s sudden meal, the wetness of it as it
bled and struggled.
He was the great predator, and he was not; he could feel
its approbation, its guidance. Just as birds — lesser, ridiculous creatures — flew with their young, so too did the spirit
of this ancient beast guide him into reality.
On the crags of the highest cliﬀ he saw his kin, his
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gleaming perfect, leathered kin, their proud heads painted
with their successful kills; the morning hunt. He was young
and strong and full of himself, and he knew, as he landed
and casually finished the kill itself, that it was almost his
time.
He ate. It was like nothing he had ever eaten; it was like
nothing he had ever imagined eating. It was food, it defined
food. No knife and fork, here, no soft thing, no easy meal.
He forgot about them. Forgot.

I N THE MORNING , they found him in the barn, his face
against a conspicuously clean floor. Janni was clearly
concerned, Larry better at hiding his. They helped him oﬀ
the floor, and he was embarrassed to think that he needed
help when he had been ... so strong. The gravity weighed
him down, made of his feet clumsy, heavy, graceless things.
A graduate student under either arm — and not in the
manner of rather oﬀ-colour jokes — he made his way back
to his father’s house.
I had a dream, he told himself.
And ignored the fact that, for the rest of the day, he felt
no need to eat.

H E COULD NOT BEAR to have them start their cleaning and
packing, although he likewise couldn’t bear to tell them
that. So he oﬀered them a diﬀerent truth instead:
“There’s no food in the refridgerator. And if there were,
it would rot; there’s no electricity to the house.” He frowned.
The things you didn’t plan for when you thought you were
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going, somehow, to go home. Taking his wallet out of his
pants pocket, he pressed it between his palms, feeling warm
leather. Thinking of dreams. “Take this,” he said, and buy a
cooler and some ice. We’ll need a few days worth of nonperishables, but maybe tonight we can make a real dinner.”

H E WENT to the barn again. There, although it was daylight,
a warm darkness reigned, and when the bird rose, he was
waiting for it. On ground, it was graceless; the lack of height
robbed it of majesty. Or perhaps it wasn’t the lack of height:
It turned to him, wing splayed wide where a bone was missing, as if that bone were a key.
He knew where it was.
Turning, he quickly left the barn and made a mad dash
for the house. To his great frustration, the key that he’d kept
did not open the back door; when he looked at it closely, as
if for the first time, he realized that it was, improbably
enough, the key to a car. He cursed his graduate students
then, because the house, unless he wished to smash the
windows in — and he did consider it — was closed oﬀ from
him until their return.
He walked back to the barn. And as if it knew that he
had tried — as if intention counted for something — it
opened the wide stretch of his wings in a sweeping embrace
of wind and freedom and history.
You should have come alone.
He leapt.
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T HIS WAS FREEDOM . Flight. The world fell away as he gained
height; the prison of gravity shattered as his leathery wings
carried him beyond the care of his old life. Here, exhilarated, he swept and spun, turning, the thermals all the fuel
he needed. Beneath him: Ocean. Forest. Rock, sprinkled
with the glitter of primal snow. Above him nothing but sky,
blue and endless, a crown into which sun had been placed.
His eyes were clear; he could see every movement of
frond that spoke of skittering in the plants below; could see
the awkward waves in water that spoke of fish schools.
Today, he risked the water, his lungs taking air as his wings
folded. His jaw was long and smooth, and it came up flecked
with ocean spray as the glitter of scale caught his eye.
Food.
A flap of wings, and he forced his way up to the thermals
again, and jumping from one to the other, returned to the
crags that were his home.
She was there, at the peak of the crag, waiting for him.
He had only to oﬀer her part of his kill — all of it, there was
more — and she might agree to let him court her. He knew,
as he reared up, spreading his wings in prominent display,
that she would take no other.
It was all so clear, so perfectly clear.

T HE NOISE SUNDERED him from the realm, and it enraged
him, but he could not speak for a moment in anything more
than a roar. The roar said it all, but once it left his lungs, it
almost collapsed them in the rush to be gone; his strength
left, he stood before two men who were both at least a
decade older than he.
“Mr. Johnson?” One of them said.
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It said something about them, that they didn’t even blink
at the roar. He had the grace to redden. “Uh, yes, uh, that’s
— I’m a — this is —” He ran a hand through his hair. “Can I
help you?”
They exchanged a look, and then the one with the beard
shrugged. “Young man, claims to be a graduate student at
the University of Toronto, was driving a truck rented under
your name.”
“That would be Larry. He was with —”
“A young woman, yes. Jenny Simner.”
“Janni.”
“Pardon me. Janni,” he said, taking a notebook out of his
pocket and glancing at the writing on the first open page.
They exchanged another glance, and then the younger man
said, “She’s about two hours out of here, in the county
hospital. He’s there as well, but his injuries were relatively
minor.”
And because they seemed to expect it, and perhaps
because some small part of him recognized it as duty, he
asked them to take him to the hospital.

L ARRY WAS THERE , sitting quietly on a bench in a small and
rather plain waiting room. There were glass doors; light
came in, but as the sun fell, it grew darker by degree until
electricity was brighter than daylight. Peter felt impatient,
and couldn’t really say why. He sat down, and the weight of
his presence, rather than the fact of it, caught the young
man’s attention. He was ashen.
The pain in his eyes surprised Peter. The hospital air
grew crisper, cleaner for all that it smelled vaguely of urine
and antiseptics. Awkward, he straightened his shoulders,
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knowing that if he hadn’t sent them to town, they’d be safe.
“Are you — is there anything I can do?”
The boy’s lips were tight, strained. He lifted his hands,
rested his fingertips against his eyelids. “No. She’s — she’s in
surgery. Yes.”
Peter waited.
“You can call her parents.”
He nodded. It was better, to do something; he rose. For a
moment he saw himself in the boy, saw the fears of his early
life: Nora had been the only stability he’d dared to want
after his father’s flight, and he’d always been afraid that
something would take her from him.
Something.
His hand was on the receiver before he realized that the
police would have already made the call. There wasn’t much
to add yet; Janni was, as Larry had said, still in surgery.
You should have come alone.
His hands trembled. He looked at them and saw the
fine-veined leather of wings. Flight. Freedom. Legacy.
You should have —
If the phone had been a dial phone, he wouldn’t have
made the call; his hands felt clumsy and foreign and he
made the attempt six times before he managed to hit the
zero key. The operator made the connection. Nora answered
the phone.
“Peter?” She was breathless; she must have come
running to catch the call before the answering machine did.
“I was — I was worried. I hadn’t heard from you.”
He smiled, a stretch of lips over teeth. “The phones are
there — but they’re disconnected. It’s just over an hour to
the nearest pay phone.”
She laughed; he heard relief colour her tone. “I thought
something might have happened.”
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“It did.”
Silence.
“Larry and Janni had an accident with the truck. They’re
— he’s fine. She’s — she’ll be fine. But we won’t be coming
back as soon as I’d thought.”
“Oh Peter — that’s terrible. I mean, about Janni. Take
care of them, and take care of yourself. But — but call me,
okay?”
She sounded like his mother had, a life’s distance away.
“I’ll call.”
He went back to the bench that Larry sat on, and waited.
Three hours later, the doctor came back: the news was good.
He made the second phone call, to Janni’s parents, the
bearer of good news. Wondered briefly how police could
handle being the bearer of bad news as often as he suddenly
suspected they must be. He heard her parents’ voices
thicken with relief; in relief, tears could fall that wouldn’t
fall otherwise. And he heard that relief as his own, as the
relief of a parent for a child.
You should have come alone.
But he hadn’t. “Come on, Larry. They’re not going to let
us see her until tomorrow morning. Let’s go back and get
some sleep.”
“You ever tried to rent a car in this place?”

T HE POLICE WERE KIND ENOUGH to drop them oﬀ. They told
him, with some tired curiosity, that his father owned a car
that seldom saw use in a little garage half a mile away from
the house itself. Peter had assumed it was a shed. He paused
only to get gas; if the car was there, if it had gas, none of it
would be useful.
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He put Larry to bed, as if Larry, at twenty-five, were his
eighteen month old son. Larry oﬀered less resistance. Sleep
came before nightfall.
And before nightfall, Peter Johnson walked into the
bedroom that had once been his father’s. He stopped there
only long enough to retrieve the sentinel: the wing’s bone;
the missing piece. At once, a rush of sweet air hit his face,
carrying away the stress of the day and the night just past.
He bit his lip, remembering.
Walk this path, he thought, and turned, his hand round
the bone, his feet taking steps that were smaller than his
stride allowed. It took forever to arrive at the barn, longer
still to open the doors.
But when he did, the light poured out as if it were liquid
and the barn a broken vessel. He heard the wind’s song and
in the flapping folds of wings that were ancient long before
his kind had dared to walk, naked and helpless, across the
earth’s face.
This is what he saw as a young boy when he’d run out
after his father into the darkness, leaving his mother to her
bitterness, her dry silent tears, the terrible weight already
settling into the lines of her face.
And he felt his desire, his visceral, terrible desire, to be
free. Nora was half a country away, in the house that he paid
for with endless days of drudgery and strain, in a city made
putrid by traﬃc and industry. He had wanted them, in his
day. Had worked harder to get them — Nora, the house in
the city, his son — than he had ever worked for anything.
Too hard.
Why?
He lifted the bone as the creature blazed before him.
Touch it, he knew, and nothing but death could separate

Flight
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them again. In that world, she waited, uncomplicated by
family and responsibility, unburdened by age.
And in this world, Nora waited.
He always hoped to understand his father. He stood, his
breath quickening as if with life of its own, lifted the wingbone to his lips. Shade and shadow, his father’s, crossed the
light.
There’s no place for you! Father’s voice. Lips contorted with
rage and denial, eyes glassy with yearning for all the things
that Peter could never provide him — that Peter might
actively deny him by existing. It was the last time he had seen
his father’s face, and he knew, as he saw it, that there was no
love in it, no room for love in it. And what, after all, was love?
He cried out, swung at the past with the bone as if it were a
club, and the ghosts were made flesh by light and memory.
It’s mine now! He shouted back, feeling the roar in his
throat. You were too old for it! Nature’s law.
And the creature roared, waiting.
He lifted the bone, tears streaming down his face, seeing
for a moment past his desire to the skeletal face of the rival
that had won. It was a tiny moment; a fraction of a second.
And in that second, he could hear Nora’s voice, and Gavin’s,
Larry’s and Janni’s. His own voice.
Weeping, trembling with desire and with a terrible
dread, Peter Johnson lifted the bone in both hands and
snapped it across his knee.
The wind roared with anger and loss; keening, it swept
him up in a terrible flight of his own. Wingless now, he
flailed against its grip, matching the loss that he heard with
a loss of his own. No more magic, now or ever.
No flight. No freedom.
He battled his way to the doors, clinging by dint of will
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and stiﬀ fingers to the slats of the barn. He threw himself
out into — stillness.
The moon cut the night like a scythe. He looked up into
a sky that was cold and clear and undisturbed by light and
man. He took a breath, took another, a deeper one. Then, in
a single angry gesture, he wiped the tears that had started
from his cheeks and went oﬀ in search of his father’s car.
He drove into town, in the dead of night, and he found a
pay phone.
Nora answered him.
Her voice wasn’t the husky voice of his youthful desire; it
wasn’t even the strong voice of his youthful need. Sleepladen and foggy, she whispered his name as if — as if he
were beside her and not half a country away. It wasn’t
enough. And it was. He said, simply, “I walked out on my
father’s life tonight.”
And she said, quietly, “Come home.”
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